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Moles, Tags, and Warts

Testimonials:

Ruth: "I have been on the mangosteen and minerals product for three months and
noticed a large number of moles and tags are gone. I didn't pay much notice when
they either fell off or diminished on their own. I have the scars where they were.
There are only three very small moles that are loosely attached. I also applied the
mangosteen and minerals product on a Band-Aid and applied it on 3 plantar warts on
the bottom of my foot. After softening during a regular bath, I then scuffed it with
sand paper then repeated the mangosteen and minerals product on a Band-Aid 3 days
in a row. I couldn't leave it alone. I picked at it often; as I had for 2 years. It took
about 2 months for the skin to completely smooth over."

- Ruth
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